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Directions (Q. 1-10) :  In the following questions, sentences

are given with blanks to be filled in with an appropriate

word(s). Four alternatives are suggested for each question.

Choose the correct alternative out of the four as your

answer.

1. .............. in a massive data breach following the Cambridge

Analytica scandal, Facebook has been reeling from a series

of privacy scandals.

1) exculpated 2) embroiled 3) endeared

4) entreat 5) None of these

2. Movement .............. a powerful tool for developing and

practising mindfulness, in addition to the widely discussed

health benefits.

1) had been provided    2) provided

3) provides 4) provide 5) None of these

3. Even though I was nervous during my presentation, I tried to

project a .............. of calmness while speaking.

1) surmise 2) semblance 3) veracity

4) fence 5) None of these

4. The payment was .............. delayed this time because some

of the supporting documents for the claim were missing.

1) unduly 2) unjustifiably  3) unforeseeably

4) unquestionably 5) None of these

5. The gathering finished in .............. after the United States

President abruptly rejected its general agreement statement.

1) decorum 2) truce 3) congruity

4) disarray 5) None of these



6. With the changing times, most of the students have become

business-like they are .............. and want to take only those

courses which they find rewarding.

1) idealistic 2) pragmatic 3) enthusiastic

4) partial 5) None of these

7. Our monthly expenditure .............. by five hundred rupees

when we decided to buy milk from the milkman.

1) shot up 2) got up 3) lifted up

4) grew up 5) None of these

8. School days are considered to be the best years of your life.

When my .............. year in school began, I began to think of

those past enjoyable days and of my future also.

1) penultimate 2) absolute 3) integral

4) termination 5) None of these

9. Since Amit was an .............. photographer, he did not charge

any money for taking out picture.

1) unknown 2) professional 3) useless

4) amateur 5) None of these

10. Sometimes my grandmother would .............. all different

types of thread so she could include more colors in the clothes

she sewed.

1) daunt 2) raddle 3) scrabble

4) thrush 5) None of these
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1. (2) 2. (3) 3. (2) 4. (1) 5. (4) 6. (2) 7. (1)

8. (1) 9. (4) 10. (2)


